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Class Seven
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English
Q.1. Write the types of sentences with five examples each.
Q.2. Write an essay on your experience of virtual/online class on the first day of class
seven.

Mathematics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If 1 man finishes a work in 15 days, in how many days 3 men finish the same work?
Sum of x+2 and x+3 ?
Subtract 10 x2 from – x2.
Multiply : 2x×3x2 ×4x2
If A= {1,2,3,4,5}, B= {2,4,6,8,10}, find (i) A∪B (ii) A∩B and illustrate them in
venn digram
6. If the cost of 1 dozen of pencils is Rs. 72, find the cost of 16 pencils.
7. Divide : (a2+3a+2) ÷ (a+1)

Computer
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Define computer.
How is computer used in education sector?
What is computer hardware? List any four computer hardware.
What is CPU? List its components.
Define program and software.
List any four basic functions of operating system software.
What is language processor ? List language processors.

Science
1. What is force? Write two effects of force.
2. Define matter. Write three states of matter.
3. Define magnet and magnetic substance.
4. Draw a labeled diagram of animal cell and plant cell.

Social Studies
1. List down various professions that people follow in our locality.
2. Write a short note on what profession that your family follows and how you help
your parents in their work.

3. Collect the pictures of various professions of your community, paste them on a
chart paper and write the name of each profession.

The End.

